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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS
STRETCHER

MTS-21254 SWIVEL HEAD STRETCHER SET
18 HOLE POLE X 1PC  
7 HOLE POLE X 3PCS
TAIL BLOCKS X 1PC
TRANSFER TUBE X 1PC
BLOW CASE X 1PC

Unique swivel head for stretching angles or corners.
Variable pin penetration for different carpet thicknesses.
Standard 18" tail block includes a foam wall protector and 
wheels for easy repositioning.
Value kit stretches up to 38 feet (Standard set up to 23.5 feet).

TUBE FOR STRETCHER
18 HOLE POLE  OR
7 HOLE POLE

BLOW CASE FOR STRETCHER

MTS-21237 STRETCHER SET
18 HOLE POLE X 1PC  
7 HOLE POLE X 3PCS
TAIL BLOCKS X 1PC
TRANSFER TUBE X 1PC
BLOW CASE X 1PC

Low profile power head is easy to span with the knee kicker.
18" spring-loaded tail block with wheels provides additional 
support.
Value kit stretches up to 38 feet (Standard set up to 23.5 feet).
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS
KNEE KICKER

MTS-21001P POWER KNEE KICKER 
WITH 3” BUMPER PAD, 18PCS NAIL

MTS-21001 PRO KNEE KICKER
WITH 2” BUMPER PAD, 16PCS NAIL

Easy to read, easy to adjust pin depth dial.
Precision pin adjustment system.
A foam-filled seamless bumper pad for comfort.
A high contour neck for use over stretcher head.

MTS-21002 ADJUSTABLE KNEE KICKER

Easy to read, easy to adjust pin depth dial.
Precision pin adjustment system.
A foam-filled seamless bumper pad for comfort.

MTS-21003 KNEE KICKER

A foam-filled seamless bumper pad for comfort.
A high contour neck for use over stretcher head.  

MTS-21001
MTS-21002

MTS-21003MTS-21001P
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS

MTS-21004 SEAM SQUEEZER

Gripper pins hold in the nap, steel rod frame,
harden treated, chrome plated finish.

MTS-20016 T HANDLE STAIR TOOL

Ergonomic handle allows for better grip and tool control for 
superior precision.
Resulting in less impact on wrist and hand,
reduced user fatigue.
Chrome finish protects against corrosion.

MTS-20017 PLASTIC T HANDLE STAIR TOOL

Lightweight nylon tucking tool will not mark or damagealls 
damage walls.
Square edge works well for tucking carpet into corners.

MTS-20013 STAIR TOOL WITH HANDLE COATING
MTS-20014 STAIR TOOL
MTS-20015 CURVES STAIR TOOL

Used for tucking carpet into the tackles strip/wall
gully and to drive carpet into a stair crotch.
Forged chrome plated steel for sturdy durability.
Dimension: 90mm

MTS-21028 MOULDING LIFTER

Slim ends are smooth broad to fit behind baseboards and mould-
ings without damage.
Both ends notched for pulling nail.
Forged and hardened for durability, than nickel- plated.
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS

MTS-21040 BAR SCRIBER

The length 400mm, pin size D 1.6 x L 40mm.
To cut all of vinyl and linoleum flooring.
To use for marking lines on your flooring, prior to cutting.

MTS-21059 HAMMER TACKER
Stable size: 6-10mm, 1/4”-3/8”
Available for: ARROW T50, STANLEY #G/11, ESCO #11, 
KWB #057, NOVUS #11, RAPID #140, ROCAFIX #4

Professional quality for multiple applications: roofing,
insulation, carpet installation, upholstery.

MTS-21059A HAMMER TACKER
Available for: ARROW JT-21, T50, ESCO 530, S500, KWB 053,

Professional quality for multiple applications: roofing,
insulation, carpet installation, upholstery.

MTS-21069 NAIL DOWN BAR

Forged body,strong enough not to be broken.
Magnetic head holds nails for starting.
Comfortable vinyl dipping grip.

MTS-21041 RECESS SCRIBER

The length 118mm, pin size D 1.6 x L 40mm.  
To cut all of vinyl and linoleum flooring.
To use for marking lines on your flooring, prior to cutting.
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS

MTS-21050 CARPET TUCKING ROLLER

The tool tucks faster than conventional methods saving the 
professional time.
Tucks all qualities of carpet against tile, wood flooring, 
and LVT.
Non-slip grip handle for less user fatigue and provides better 
grip & control.

MTS-21024 CARPET CLAW

Solid die-cast aluminum constructions.
Large comfortable handle.
Serrated clamps provide firm carpet grip.

MTS-21024A DELUXE CARPET PULLER

MTS-21066 PRO LOCKING KNIFE 

Fixed blade design and locking control the knife,
easy open the cover.
Blade storage in handle.

MTS-21065 UTILITY KNIFE WITH HOLSTER
SK2 BLADE

This is the most popular knife used by carpet fitters, positive 
grip and easy blade replacement with thumb screw open.
Integral blade holder and magnetic blade retainer to hold blade 
in place whilst closing and locking supplied with holster and 
belt clip.
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS
CARPET CUTTER

MTS-21016 BACK CUTTER

Often used on cutting foam back carpets, cushion floor carpets.
Extra long nose provides for better row separation.
This carpet cutter slide along with 2 spring arms forcing the carpet 
down and towards the cutting blade.

MTS-21018 CARPET ROW CUTTER

Single center mechanism holds both slotted and utility blades in 
place quick release blade replacement feature for fast blade changes.
Extra long nose provides for better row separation.

MTS-21019 CUSHION BACK CUTTER

Cut all thicknesses of cushion back carpet a conventional carpet 
with adjustable blade depth.
Two blades that lock into position for close, precise cutting.
Direct-pressure blade knob holds blades tightly in place.
Constructed of stainless steel for maximum durability.

MTS-21037 LOOP PILE CUTTER

Efficiently cuts most loop pile carpet regardless of thickness.
Unique two-blade design accommodates both left and right 
positions for cutting closer to the yarn edge.
”Direct Contact” locking design keeps blades securely in place.
Throat opening adjusts automatically for different carpet backs.
Constructed of stainless steel for maximum durability.

MTS-21036 CONVENTIONAL CARPET TRIMMER

Quickly trims carpet neatly at the wall and under toe kicks.
Five position folding handle moves easily in hard to reach. areas                  
Quick and positive vertical and horizontal adjustment.
Anti-slip rubber handle and hardened stainless steel guide.
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS
STRIPPER AND SCRAPER

MTS-21033 8” SHORT EXTENDABLE STRIPPER

The scraper is perfect for removing old adhesive, vinyl, carpet,               
tile, and other floor covering materials.
Steel shank molded into head, welded to steel handle.
Sturdy construction with an 8" hardened steel blade and locking 
cam.

MTS-21026 HEAVY DUTY SCRAPER 18” HANDLE
MTS-21026A HEAVY DUTY SCRAPER 12” HANDLE

The Floor and Wall Scrapers feature an angled head to provide 
clean shaving cutting action and three clamp screws allow for 
maximum blade holding power. 4" blade is perfect for stripping 
floors, walls and wallpaper.
Features three blade clamp screws for maximum blade holding 
power and flex-grip -fatigue vinyl hand grip.

MTS-21034 ROBUST SCRAPER

The Scraper is perfect for removing old adhesive, vinyl, carpet,                  
tile, and other floor covering materials.

MTS-21034A ROBUST SCRAPER, CHISEL TYPE

The Scraper is perfect for removing old adhesive, vinyl, carpet,                  
tile, and other floor covering materials.
Heavy duty aluminum construction,and high quality alloy steel 
double side blade.

MTS-21034B BLADE FOR ROBUST SCRAPER

High quality alloy steel double side blade.
Dimension: 4"x 4"
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS

MTS-21047A STAR TYPE EXTENSION WALL ROLLER

Great for rolling carpet, Handle extends from 17" to 27".

MTS-21047 EXTENSION WALL ROLLER

Great for rolling vinyl floor covering, carpet and cove base.
Handle extends from 17" to 27".
Segmented rollers exert even pressure on uneven surfaces.
7 -3/8" wide non-marking rollers and inset axles won’t scuff walls.
Second handle incorporated for additional leverage.

MTS-21012B CARPET SEAM ROLLER
5” WIDE HEAD

Smooth roller is specifically designed for safe seaming of
cut pile carpets and saxonies.
Durable and lightweight die-cast with TPR handle.

MTS-21057 MULTI WHEEL ROLLER

Features front and guide aluminum wheels with 2 different width 
wheels.
A unique handle that work longer with less effort, for the PVC vinyl, 
flooring.
Aluminum roller length: 45 mm, diameter: 30 mm.

MTS-21038 CARPET SEAM ROLLER

A unique handle that work longer with less effort.
Features front and rear guide spike wheels with 2 different width 
wheels.

ROLLER
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS
SEAM ROLLER

MTS-21070 CARPET TRACTOR

Ideal to professionally finish even the most demanding carpet 
seams.
Delivers maximum adhesive penetration, ensuring strong 
long-lasting seams.
Lightweight design to minimize user fatigue.
Extra wide 4-1/2 in. rollers reduce seam peaking.

MTS-21009 CARPET SEAM ROLLER
5” WIDE HEAD x 15TEETH

Features front and rear guide spike wheels, great for rolling carpet.
Durable and lightweight die-cast handle with plastic cover. 
Moves forward and backward without altering the position of the 
carpet backing.

MTS-21009A CARPET SEAM ROLLER
5” WIDE HEAD x 15TEETH

Features front and rear guide spike wheels, great for rolling carpet.
Durable and lightweight die-cast with TPR handle. 

MTS-21011A CARPET SEAM ROLLER 
3 1/2” WIDE HEAD x 11 TEETH

Durable and lightweight die-cast with TPR handle.

MTS-21011 CARPET SEAM ROLLET
3 1/2” WIDE HEAD x 11TEETH

Rugged steel frame, specially designed handle for optimum 
leverage. TPR handle.
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS
FOR REMOVING AIR BUBBLES IN FILLERS OR COATING

MTS-21030 SPIKE ROLLER
PIN LENGTH: 11 MM

MTS-21030-1125 WIDTH: 250 MM
MTS-21030-1150 WIDTH: 500 MM
MTS-21030-1175 WIDTH: 750 MM

PIN LENGTH: 21 MM

MTS-21030-2125 WIDTH: 250 MM
MTS-21030-2150 WIDTH: 500 MM
MTS-21030-2175 WIDTH: 750 MM

PIN LENGTH: 31 MM

MTS-21030-3125 WIDTH: 250 MM
MTS-21030-3150 WIDTH: 500 MM
MTS-21030-3175 WIDTH: 750 MM

MTS-21071 GUAGE RAKE

Gauge rake allows for a uniform coating of surface with 
self leveling and other materials.                 
The aluminum rakes is sturdy enough to move lots of material. And 
the length 600mm,900mm.

MTS-21067 SPIKE SHOES

Metal strap, nail size: 6 mm x 25 mm, 6 mm x 30 mm.
The spike shoes are used along with spike screed roller.
So when moving screed around a bigger area the fitter can                                                                                             
walk through.

MTS-21073 TROWEL

Changeable type, silica gel blade.
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS

Metal strap, nail size: 6 mm x 25 mm, 6 mm x 30 mm.
The spike shoes are used along with spike screed roller.
So when moving screed around a bigger area the fitter can                                                                                             
walk through.

MTS-21045 5 MM SPEED NOZZLE

For heating element: 1.55kw.
#304 stainless steel.

MTS-21051G GEAR TYPE GRIPPER SHEAR

More power, high torque design for effort-saving the  cutting 
gripper. 
Blade material: SK5

MTS-21068 PENCIL TIP ADAPTER

For heating element: 1.55kw.
#304 stainless steel.

MTS-21046 TRIANGULAR WELD NOZZLE

For heating element: 1.55kw.
#304 stainless steel.

MTS-21051 SUPER GRIPPER SHEAR

Ideal for fast and accurate cutting off wooden gripper to fit the 
contours of any room.                      
The anvil blade provides a firm base on which to rest the gripper 
when cutting.

MTS-21043 WELDING NOZZLE
STANDARD 4 MM WELD NOZZLE

MTS-21044 WELDING NOZZLE
STANDARD 5 MM WELD NOZZLE

For heating element: 1.55kw.
#304 stainless steel.
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FLOORING ACCESSORY TOOLS

MTS-21073 KNEE PAD

Thick rubber pad helps prevent knee injury while providing comfort 
and protection.
Used by trowel tradesmen and ceramic tile installers.

MTS-21073A BAG FOR KNEE PAD

Cotton bag for knee pad.

MTS-21052 SUPPER GRIPPER SHEAR WITH ANGLE GUIDE

The shear is perfect for the professional contractor.
It cuts plastic, decorative moldings, tile edges/trim, and other 
materials. 
Exchangeable cutting base with fence angle for 45. 60.75.90 degree 
cuts.

MTS-21052A MULTIPLE-ANGLE SHEAR

The shear come set up with seven preset angles, 45. 60.75. 90. 105. 
120. 135 degree.
Can easily change the angle and self-indexing metal guide to the 
desired angle.
Heavy duty construction for durability.

MTS-21061  6 MM ROUND ROUTER BLADE                      
MTS-21061A  12 MM ROUND ROUTER BLADE
MTS-21061B  DIAMOND ROUTER BLADE
MTS-21061C  STIRRUP UOUTER BLADE

Used for trimming weld, grooving, carving, and hollowing
surfaces, it is just the tool you need to quickly define precision 
details and features.
The carving router is an excellent detail tool that can work with a 
wide range of materials. 
Good for crafts worker alike, this tool will save time without 
sacrificing quality or safety.
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